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Abstract
Recommendations are often rated for their
subjective quality, but few researchers
have studied quality in terms of objective utility. We explore quality assessment with respect to both subjective (i.e.
users’ ratings) and objective (i.e., did it influence? did it improve decisions?) metrics in a massive online geopolitical forecasting system, ultimately comparing linguistic characteristics of each quality metric. Using a variety of features, we predict
all types of quality with better accuracy
than the simple yet strong baseline of recommendation length. For example, more
complex sentence constructions, as evidenced by subordinate conjunctions, are
characteristic of recommendations leading
to objective improvements in forecasting.
Our analyses also reveal rater biases; for
example, forecasters are subjectively biased in favor of recommendations mentioning business deals and material things,
even though such recommendations do not
indeed prove any more useful objectively.

1

Introduction

Finding good recommendations is an integral part
of a modern information-seeking life – from purchasing products based on reviews to finding answers to baffling questions. Following the tradition of sentiment analysis, many have proposed
methods to automatically assess the quality of recommendations or comments based on subjective
ratings of their usefulness (Liu et al., 2007; Siersdorfer et al., 2010; Becker et al., 2012; Momeni
et al., 2013) or of persuasiveness (Wei et al., 2016).
However, information thought to be useful does
not always prove so, and subjective ratings may be

driven by biases. Reviews which convince you to
watch a movie or buy a product do not guarantee
that you will enjoy the product, and the most convincing or highest rated answers to questions on
sites like Stack Overflow or Yahoo Answers are
not always the most accurate.
We explore recommendations in a unique
dataset, an online forecasting competition, which
offers a rare glimpse into both subjective and objective quality. In this competition, the users
(forecasters) had a measurable goal — to forecast the outcomes of geopolitical events — and a
need to effectively gather information in order to
reach this goal. They viewed recommendations (or
“tips”) from other forecasters, rated them, and potentially updated their own forecast. This data not
only allows us to access what information the forecasters thought useful based on their ratings, but
also what was objectively useful based on (a) the
rate at which forecasters change their prediction
after viewing tips and, (b) the average improvement (or decrease) in their prediction accuracy after this change.
We seek to tease out subjective biases by distinguishing the linguistic characteristics of recommendations with high subjective ratings from
those of objective utility. Since objectively good
recommendations tend to get higher subjective
assessments, detecting such differences is nontrivial. Past literature has suggested that subjective quality is well predicted by comment
length (Agichtein et al., 2008; Beygelzimer et al.,
2015); We seek differences beyond this. We build
quality predictive models from linguistic features
of recommendations — 1 to 3 word sequences,
parts-of-speech, and mentions of concepts from a
taxonomy — comparing to surface-level features
(length and readability). We then explore the language which distinguishes high quality comments
from low quality, controlling for comment length,
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and ultimately what distinguishes high subjective
quality from objective quality in order to reveal
subjective biases.
Contributions. We see the key contribution of
this paper, perhaps non-conventional for NLP, as
presenting an evidence-based suggestion for the
field to consider metrics of objective quality beyond that of subjective ratings. To the best of
our knowledge this represents the first study of
objective comment quality using randomized experimental data. Specific novel contributions include (a) the development of automated assessments fit to objective outcomes, (b) the identification of linguistic features distinguishing highfrom low-quality comments, (c) the use of a new,
important, real-world domain for NLP – geopolitical information, and (d), most consequentially,
the identification of subjective biases manifested
in the comments’ text itself.

2

Data Set

Data were collected from the massive online
geopolitical forecasting system (MOOF) described by Mellers et al. (Mellers et al., 2015;
Atanasov et al., 2016). Forecasters completed
tasks where they indicated the probability of discrete outcomes for specific future geopolitical
events around the world. For example, forecasters
might be asked to forecast the likelihood of a coup
in Venezuela within the next 12 months. Respondents indicated a probability for the event and, after the event resolved, they received a score (Brier,
1950) based on how close their probability reflected the outcome of the event.1
Recommendations generated from a another
parallel forecasting system were presented as
“tips”. In the parallel system, the recommendation
writers were asked “Why did you answer the way
you did?” when making forecasts, and were given
the option to mark their response as potentially
being useful to others. Comments marked useful
from the parallel system were then presented as
tips within the main MOOF system, where they
were evaluated for their subjective and objective
usefulness. Below is an example of one such comment:
1

Data, in the form of quality ratings, POS features, and aggregate concept features is released at
http://http://www3.cs.stonybrook.edu/
˜has/objective_quality/. Due to IRB privacy
considerations we are unable to release the full data set.

Predicting the foreign ministers will
meet and state something along the lines
of ”hoping for a summit at the appropriate time.” ... Predict this because of the
cautious language here and elsewhere:
http://www.china.org.cn/wap/201503/13/... If wrong, will have time to
redress the damage done before any
possible summit.
The above forecaster identifies a reason for their
decision, a source of information (a Chinese news
website), and even a contingency plan if their reasoning doesn’t seem to be planning out. Figure 1 shows a representative screen shot from the
MOOF system.
We focus on one subjective and two objective
quality metrics for these recommendations:
rating: subjective ratings on a 5-point scale by the
forecasters in the parallel system.
influence: the rate at which MOOF forecasters update their predictions after reading the comment.
benefit: the mean change in MOOF forecaster accuracy resulting from updating their predictions
after rating the comment. Because there were numerous confounding factors regarding the magnitude of change (i.e. forecaster quality, time until task resolution), we simply encoded the change
as a binary indicator of whether it was positive or
negative.
For the purposes of this study, we consider both
influence and benefit as assessments of objective
utility, though they each capture different aspects
of utility (behavioral influence of others in the case
of influence; and specifically positive influence in
the case of benefit). The MOOF forecasters did
not know who wrote the tip or any other information about it; their actions were based on the
comment’s content and not reputation of the comment author. MOOF forecasters were also linked
directly to the form to update their forecast from
the comment to minimize outside influences between the reading of the comment and prediction
update. However, as the forecasters were not in a
laboratory, other Web browsing behavior in other
tabs could not be controlled.
In order to balance quality score reliability with
quantity of recommendation data, we restricted
the dataset to recommendations with at least 10
words that received at least 3 ratings. This resulted in 8, 498 comments with ratings and influence scores. Out of those, 4, 317 comments had at
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the forecasting system prompting users to justify their forecasts with recommendations. These recommendations are then passed on to the parallel MOOF system as “tips” which are
rated and sometimes lead forecasters to change their predictions.
rating v
influence

rating v
benefit

influence v
benefit

.45*

.01

.06*

3

Table 1: Correlation (Pearson product-moment
coefficient) between all subjective and objective
quality metrics: rating: forecaster subjective rating, influence: forecaster update rate, benefit:
change in forecast accuracy due to update. *significant at p < .01.

least one associated change in forecast, and thus
had a score for the final metric, benefit.
Table 1 shows correlations (Pearson productmoment coefficients) between all subjective and
objective quality metrics. Rating and influence are
fairly predictive of each other (r = 0.45, p <
0.01), and neither correlates particularly strongly
with benefit. (r = 0.01, p > .01 for rating v benefit, and r = 0.06, p < .01 for influence v benefit).
This implies that while comments rated for subjective utility are also more likely to influence users,
they are not necessary influencing them in a positive way. Further, it is possible (and indeed the
case) that the characteristics of comments deemed
subjectively useful may differ from those that objectively provide benefit. In Section 4 we consider
the content that leads to these differences in the
metrics.

Regression

Our goal is to predict the quality score of a comment from its content over each of the three quality metrics: rating, influence, and benefit. These
3 types of features were chosen in order to account for qualitatively different types of linguistic
attributes. To capture linguistic variance at varying resolutions, we use a combination of openvocabulary and taxonomic linguistic features:
ngrams: 1 to 3 word sequences. These ngrams
were recorded as binary variables indicating
whether each ngram appeared in each comment.
We limited ngrams to those mentioned in at least
0.1% of all comments.
parts-of-speech: POS frequences The Stanford
Part-of-Speech tagger was used to identify parts of
speech in each comment. The relative frequency
of each tag (i.e., the probability of the tag, given
the comment) was recorded.
concepts: Nominal concepts within a hierarchy.
The WordNet noun ontology (Fellbaum, 1998)
was used. For each comment, we tracked all of
the hypernyms of each noun within the comment.
As features per comment, we use the presence of
each hypernym concept, limited to those concepts
that appeared in at least 0.1% of all comments.
To control for task-specific language, features
(n-grams) were restricted to those mentioned in at
least 50% of forecasting tasks. The n-grams, intended to capture fine-grained lexical information,
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were also restricted to those mentioned in at least
1% of comments, while the parts-of-speech and
concepts, intended to capture more coarse-grained
linguistic characteristics, were restricted to those
appearing in 5% of comments. These thresholds
were chosen such that total number of features was
within the same order of magnitude as the number
of recommendations with objective scores In the
end, there were 1, 202 unique n-grams, 32 unique
parts-of-speech, and 155 unique concepts.
3.1

Predictive Modeling

We built predictive models of all three quality metrics based on the linguistic features of the messages. To handle covariance and avoid over-fitting
with so many features, we used a series of feature
selection and dimensionality reduction techniques
fed into a ridge regression to create the models.
Specifically, we filtered the features (which were
already restricted to those present in at least 50%
of the forecasting tasks) to those with a small linear correlation with the outcome, defined as having a family-wise error rate < 60 (Toothaker,
1993). This feature selection was run independently on each type of feature (n-grams, parts-ofspeech, and concepts). Similar to correcting for
multiple hypothesis tests, family-wise error penalizes groups containing more features (i.e. ngrams) more stringently.
We then used randomized singular value decomposition (SVD) (Halko et al., 2011) to reduce
the feature set to 1/5 the number of original features. Randomized SVD uses stochastic sampling
to more efficiently calculate the principal components (Martinsson et al., 2011).In this context,
SVD functions as a type of regularization to reduce variance by removing lesser principal components (and thus helping to avoid overfit). Finally, the resulting dimensions were fit to the given
quality metric using L2 penalized linear regression. All feature selection, dimensionality reduction, and L2 parameter tuning were done over a
held-out portion of the training set.
3.2

Evaluation

To evaluate our models out-of-sample, we use 10fold cross-validation over the subjective ratings
(rating) and update rates (influence). In this process, a random selection of 1/10th of the comments are held-out as a test set, while the other
9/10ths are used to train (estimate) the model. This
model is then used to predict the quality of the

rating

influence

benefit

baseline

.59

.24

.02

our model

.76*

.37

.21*

Table 2: Predictive accuracy (out-of-sample Pearson correlation coefficient) of our content-based
models across the subjective and objective measures. baseline: square-root number of words;
our model: based on ngrams, parts-of-speech, and
concepts. *significant reduction in error over the
baseline at p < .001.

comments in the 1/10th sample and compared to
the true quality for those comments (using Pearson correlation in this case). However, many of
our scores for change in forecaster accuracy (benefit) are based simply on one change and thus quite
unreliable. While it is best to include such noisy
data when training, it does not provide a very accurate assessment. Therefore, we use dedicated
training and test sets, where the test set is a random sample of 500 comments with more than 3
updates and thus a more reliable mean change in
forecaster accuracy.
As a baseline, we use the square-root of the
number of words in the comment. This may
seem like weak measure of quality, but the history of automatic quality assessment is saturated
with findings that length is the best predictor of
quality. This holds true for both answers to questions (Agichtein et al., 2008; Surdeanu et al., 2011;
Beygelzimer et al., 2015); as well as e-commerce
reviews (Cao et al., 2011; Racherla and Friske,
2012). Of course, length is not as shallow as it
may seem at first; given no strong incentive for
authors to leave long comments, length is likely
a proxy for thoroughness of the comment. Still,
because we would like to understand the content
distinguishing various metrics of quality, we view
length as a baseline to move beyond.
Table 2 compares the accuracy of models built
on content (ngrams, parts-of-speech, and concepts) to the baseline of length. In all cases, our
models, based on content, perform significantly
better than those based only on length. Further in
the case of benefit (change in forecaster accuracy),
length has virtually no predictive power.
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measure

readability

length & readability

rating

.23

.59

influence

.08

.24

content exactly it is that is predictive of each quality metric, and what content suggests biases distinguishing subjective versus objective quality.
4.1

Table 3:
Predictive accuracy (out-of-sample
Pearson correlation coefficient) of the baseline of
length and the baseline of readability and their
combination across the subjective and objective
measures. length: square-root number of words;
readability: Flesch-Kincaid Scale.
3.3

Relation to Readability

Some previous work used on readability measures
to evaluate comment quality (e.g. (Agichtein
et al., 2008; Hsu et al., 2009)). Readability often refers to the difficulty or complexity scale of
a comment, determining the minimum age group
able to perceive it. Various readability measures
have been suggested in the past such as FleschKincaid Formula (Kincaid et al., 1975), GunningFog Index (Gunning, 1952), and SMOG Grading
(Mc Laughlin, 1969). All methods are based on
the combination of the count of syllables or words
in the comment (as a representation of syntactic
complexity), and the number of sentences in the
comments (representing the semantic complexity).
Such measures of readability are often considered
naive and questionable, however, they are commonly used and present a coarse evaluation of the
comment’s complexity.
We used Flesch-Kincaid scale to measure readability. This scale measures readability by the
average number of syllables per word as well as
the average number of words per sentence (Doak
et al., 1996). We combined the baseline of length
and the baseline of readability in order to measure
the quality of comments. Table 3 shows results for
readability and length plus readability. We find no
significant improvement in the baseline and that
our model based on content still adds significantly
more predictive accuracy.2

4

Differential Analysis

The prediction results show promise for automated
quality assessment, and that linguistic content can
predict quality above-and-beyond length (a proxy
for comprehensiveness). Next, we explore what
2
Adding length and readability together to the full model
had no benefit.

Method

To identify distinguishing features, we use a series
of multivariate linear regressions to find the relationship between each individual linguistic feature
and the given quality metric, controlling for comment length – a process known as differential language analysis (Schwartz et al., 2013). Specifically, the individual linguistic feature along with
the comment length (logged) are standardized and
used as independent variables, and then fit to the
standardized form of the given quality metric. The
coefficient given is then taken as the standardized
effect size of the relationship between that feature and the quality metric, holding length constant (Fox, 1997). In other words, it tells us how
much the feature can explain the quality score, beyond what is explainable simply from length.
Using regression to relate variables, although
rarely done in Computer Science domains, is standard practice in social and political science (Fox,
1997), though typically not over thousands of
potential independent variables as we do here.
Therefore, we also correct for multiple hypotheses by using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) over our
significance tests.
Differential language analysis allows us to observe and test the unique relationship between
each feature and each metric, holding length constant. In addition, we use the difference between
standardized metric scores to find the features that
distinguish high quality comments in one metric
versus another. All methods were implemented
within the package, dlatk (Schwartz et al., 2017).
4.2

Quality Comment Features

Figure 2 shows the n-grams most highly correlated
with each of our quality metrics. Size indicates
correlation strength while color represents overall frequency. Across both subjective ratings and
objective update rates, we see discussion of news
plays an important role (e.g. “news”, “article”,
and “www.reuters.com”). We do not see the same
from comments resulting in positive changes of
forecaster accuracy (benefit), which seemed to be
distinguished by negation (e.g. “no”, “unlikely”).
For influence, we see other features indicating
probabilistic reasoning (e.g. “%”); the individual
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Figure 2: Top: ngrams (words and phrases) most distinguishing high quality comments based on (a)
subjective ratings, (b) objective forecaster update rates, and (c) objective changes in forecaster accuracy.
Bottom: ngrams (words and phrases) most distinguishing (d) subjective ratings from objective update
rates and (e) objective update rates from objective changes in forecaster accuracy. All correlates are
significant at p < .05 after a Benjamini-Hochberg false-discovery rate correction.
numbers in influence actually represent numbered
lists of signal. These features are more indicative
of a comment that convinces one to update their
prediction rather than one that highly rated.
We can directly observe the differences in what
the metrics capture by looking at the final two visualizations in Figure 2, rating v influence and rating v benefit. Rating v influence tells us which
ngrams were predictive of high quality comments
that were less likely to result in a forecast update.
Discussion of energy topics (e.g. “oil”, “prices”,
“cut”, “production”) are predictive of comments
subjectively rated higher than their update rates
would suggest. Further, discussion of dates (e.g.
“january”, “may”, “days”, “2015”, “2013”) seems
to predict comments that lead forecasters to update
but which do not actually result in better predictions (influence v benefit). Discussion of news and
articles (“article”, “news”, “html”, “question” appears to predict subjectively top-rated comments
from those comments that actually result in better

predictions (influence v benefit).
Table 4 shows differential language of quality
based on part-of-speech. We observe that some
patterns from the ngram results are generalized.
Examples of these patterns include more numbers, parentheses, and quotes in highly rated and
influential comments. Other results are somewhat novel, such as the use of more adverbs and
subordinate conjunctions (e.g. “though”, “since”,
“whereas”) in comments leading to better forecast
accuracy, and that both ratings and influence favored quotes.
We notice that including explanation or afterthought (using more parentheses) can predict
subjectively high rated comments from the comments leading to updated ratings. The use of
quotes and numbers along with mentioning proper
nouns can predict influential comments that do
not help in better predictions. Including explanation, quotes, and numbers as well as reporting past
events seems to predict comment that convinces
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Parts-of-speech
rating

parentheses

number

line-break

quote

verb, past-tense

influence

line-break

number

parentheses

verb, past-tense

quote

benefit

adverb

sub-conjunction

-

-

-

rating v influence

parentheses

-

-

-

-

influence v benefit

quotes

proper noun

number

-

-

rating v benefit

parentheses

quotes

number

verb, past-tense

-

Table 4: Top: Most distinguishing parts-of-speech correlating with the three metrics of quality: subjective rating, forecaster updates (influence), and forecaster accuracy (benefit). Bottom: parts-of-speech
most predictive of differences in quality metric scores (rating v influence and rating v benefit). All
correlates are significant at p < .05 after a Benjamini-Hochberg false-discovery rate correction.
one to update their prediction as opposed to helping better forecasting accuracy.
Distinguishing concepts, in Table 5 offer a different perspective. Discussions of documents and
written material characterize highly rated and influential comments, while changes in accuracy
(benefit) were characterized by more discussion of
abstract attributes or states of being. Highly rated
comments were more likely to discuss concepts related to transactions and materials than influential
comments, but they are more likely to discuss concepts about creation compared to comments resulting in better predictions.

5

Related Work

While no prior work has focused on recommendation quality in terms of how readers change or improve decisions (i.e. objective metrics), there is an
extensive body of literature on the automated analysis of subjective comment quality from which
we build. Such work typically uses subjective
assessments specific to their application domain
(e.g. thumbs up/ thumbs down over YouTube comments, answer ratings in Yahoo Answers, or helpfulness ratings of Amazon product reviews). Below we discuss such work organized into three
main categories of subjective comment quality:
comment usefulness, the quality of answers in QA
platform, and comment helpfulness.
Comment usefulness concerns the acceptance
(vs. non-acceptance) of comments by a community (Siersdorfer et al., 2010). Some previous
work has focused on the usefulness of YouTube
comments. For example, Siersdorfer et. al. (Siers-

dorfer et al., 2010) have used support vector machines to identify the acceptance of comments by
the community in 6 million comments on 67,000
YouTube videos. They showed that community
feedback and term weight features can be good
predictors of comment acceptance. Other work
such as (Momeni et al., 2013) predicted comment usefulness on YouTube and Flickr, and found
that comments rated as useful usually include
named entities and “insight”-related terms (think,
know, consider, etc.), whereas non-useful comments contain emotional and affective expression,
and “certainty”-related (always, never, etc.).
Others working on comment quality assessment
focus on user-generated answers in social media
and QA platforms. (Bian et al., 2008) present a
general ranking approach for finding the answers
from 1,250 TREC factoid questions containing at
least one similar question from Yahoo! Answers.
They found that various features including textual (e.g. word overlap, length ratio), and community (e.g. total points, total answers) are important in retrieving factual answers, whereas statistical features (e.g. length, lifetime, popularity)
are not very effective. Exploring if additional features could outperform answer length in predicting
the best answer, Beygelzimer et al. (2015) considered a wide variety of features including functional, linguistic, questioner and answerer personalization, and “superlative” features, but were unable to overcome the length baseline.
Helpfulness is mainly defined in the context of
online reviews and represents the number of users
indicating a particular review was helpful. Using structural features like sentence tokens, length,
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Concepts
rating

document, written document, papers – writing that provides information (especially information of an official nature).

gathering, assemblage – a group of persons
together in one place.

influence

writing, written material, piece of writing –
the work of a writer; anything expressed in
letters of the alphabet (especially when considered from the point of view of style and
effect).

auditory communication – communication
that relies on hearing.

benefit

attribute – an abstraction belonging to or
characteristic of an entity.

state – the way something is with respect to
its main attributes.

rating v influence

transaction, dealing, dealings – the act of
transacting within or between groups (as carrying on commercial activities).

material, stuff – the tangible substance that
goes into the makeup of a physical object.

rating v benefit

creation – an artifact that has been brought
into existence by someone.

Table 5: Top: Select concepts correlating with the three metrics of quality: subjective rating, forecaster
updates (influence), and forecaster accuracy (benefit). Bottom: concepts most predictive of differences
in qualtric metric scores (rating v influence and rating v benefit). All correlates are significant at p < .05
after a Benjamini-Hochberg false-discovery rate correction.
proportion of question sentences along with lexical and syntactic features, Kim et. al. (2006)
could achieve rank correlations of up to 0.66 with
helpfulness votes of Amazon reviews. Ghose
and Ipeirotis (2011) analyzed length, readability,
and subjective and objective information on Amazon.com reviews finding that reviews with objective, and highly subjective sentences are rated
more helpful. Similar findings were reported by
Mudambi and Schuff (2010), finding that review
extremity, review depth, and product type affect
the perceived helpfulness of the review.
Most studies listed thus far found length of
comment to be the dominant predictor, with other
features providing minimal benefit. However, a
few studies (including our own) have found this
baseline can be overcome. For example, Racherla
and Friske (Racherla and Friske, 2012) investigated perceived usefulness of consumer reviews
on Yelp and found that reputation and expertise
were more important than total number of words
on perceived usefulness.
All of these prior works focus on assessing subjective aspects of comments (usefulness, quality,
and helpfulness); Perhaps the study coming closest in spirit to our own was Ghose et al. Ghose
et al. (2007) who quantified quality of reviews
by the economic change they produced. However, they still were not dealing with a randomized
experiment and so conclusions were correlational

and the objective was better sales of the product
rather than benefit to the reader (i.e. leading to a
better decision).

6

Conclusion

Our results suggest three key findings. First, what
one writes in a comment is more important than
simply how much one writes; this is true across
both subjective and objective outcomes, though
length had virtually no predictive ability for improving forecaster accuracy. Second, we found
many linguistic features characteristic of quality,
many of which seemingly align with attributes
of strong forecasters (Mellers et al., 2015). For
example, high quality comments contained signals of probabilistic reasoning (e.g. “%”, “unlikely”, numerical parts-of-speech), inductive reasoning (e.g. justifications with “news” and documents), and cognitive flexibility (e.g. subordinate conjunctions which signal more complex sentence constructions used to relate two independent
clauses or ideas).
Most importantly, our results suggest a subjective bias: that what people believe to be useful does not always turn out to be truly useful.
Subjective ratings were favorably biased towards
comments containing energy-related content (e.g.
“oil”, “production”, “prices”), news articles, and
nouns of creation and materials (as opposed to abstractions or attributes).
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The implications of identifying subjective biases in comment quality extend to many domains
involving comment ratings. Consumers of comments, typically, desire information that ultimately
leads to real utility benefits, and this domain is
not the only one where objective quality can be
obtained: For example, one could: (1) ask consumers of restaurant reviews to indicate if one convinces them to go to the restaurant and then follow
up on their experience, (2) consider evaluating research paper quality – reviewer ratings versus citation count (influence), (3) determine whether the
answer to the question about how to drive to conserve fuel lead to the reader actually using less
gas? A review being convincing or being ”liked”
may correlate with better outcomes, but it is not
equivalent.
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